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President's message
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It is with pleasure that I announce the new editor of the APS Quarterly, Larry Bailey, and
his editorial committee consisting of Dan Douglas, Cyrus Happy, Irene Buckles. Orpha
Salsman and Vicki Sauer.
We give thanks and appreciation to Cyrus Happy and his wife, Rita, for their four years of
hard work and dedication in editing the quarterly Primroses. As you can see Cy is staying
on as a member of the editorial committee to assist the editor. We have great hopes for the
success of this new organization for the Quarterly.
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For those who could not attend the annual summer picnic, you really missed a good one.
The weather was ideal, partly cloudy with temperature in the 70s. Food was plentiful and
delicious. Sixty-five were present. The bidding for plants at the auction was brisk and netted the Society $218. The new editor was present for the board meeting. All in all a good
day for the APS.
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by Irene Buckles
Mailbox. .

Irene Buckle's award winning P.
sieboldii shown at the 1981 Washington
State Primrose Societies' show in Kent. P.
sieboldii of the Cortusoides Section is a
native of Japan and southern Siberia. It
was introduced to England in 1865 after
being cultivated in Japan for hundreds of
years.

I want to give a special tribute to Cyrus Happy for his long years of service to the Society.
His main interest is show and alpine auriculas. He isa grower and exhibitor par excellence.
I really got acquainted with Cy back in 1954 when theTacoma Primrose Society decided to
host the first truly national show of the APS scheduled for April 1955. He was president of
the Tacoma Society and I was appointed show chairman. It turned out to be a successful
show and the beginning of a long friendship. Since then Cy has served in some capacity
from committee member to president of both the APS and the Tacoma Primrose Society.
He can always be depended upon to come up with a good program for any meeting when
requested. It has been very pleasant working with him; and I hope his dedication and irite rst in the APS continues many years.
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Herb Dickson

I finally concluded I would set them out
in the garden let them grow and blossom
and then get acquainted all over again. By
late fall 90% were tucked away here and
there and I settled down for a winter of
dreams of what the spring might have in
store for me.
During the winter I began to collect all
the literature on primulas that I could hear
of and learned that this family that I had
attached to myself had only eight hundred
species or families and I conduct I had
undertaken quite a task. Each day it seems
I learned something new but I am sure the
thing that gave me the biggest sigh of relief
was when I was told that many primulas
were deciduous. Every time I walked the
garden path during the winter I found vast

Primroses From Seed - 1930's
Georgia L Shorett
Edmonds, Washington
Pictures from APS files
Editor's Comments:
Fifty years ago a remarkably lady, Georgia L. Shorett,
became interested in growing primulas. By chance
the editorial committee came across two similar articles that had been written by Mrs. Shorett on the
growing of primroses from seed. One article was typed
and appears to have been prepared and polished for
submittal for publication. The other was hand written
m her gardening notebook. The unabashed freshness
of the handwritten notes caught the editor's eye and
decided to share it with the other members of the
APS.
Georgia L. Shorett was an avid gardener and early
member of the APS. Her notebooks indicate she was
corresponding with English growers (Daliymple, etc.)
in the early 1930's. Not having ever personally met
Mrs. Shorett. the editorial staff would look forward to
receiving any information on or personal contacts
some of our members might have had with her and
her primulas.

The subject of Growing Primroses from
seed will be a recital of my personal experience since I began with my first order
of seeds.
The desire to really do something along
one line came to me after our trip to Miss
Cheatham's garden at Indianola. When I
saw that wonderful mass of color in such
marvelous shades, nestling here and there,
under tree and shrub, not depending on
continual sunshine, but bravely holding up
their heads even after the storms that
preceded our trip, I felt that here was a
plant that would give not only pleasure to
me, and to those who might care to visit my
garden, but should be something quite
worthwhile should I care to investigate further.

On arriving home I gathered together all
of my catalogs and sat down for an evening
of joyful investigation, the outcome of
which was an order later on to an English
Seed House. Not knowing one name from
another and confronted with a list of over a
hundred varieties (the only term I was really familiar with was H.P.) I concluded to
send them some money, asked them to
send a representative lot from their entire
collection, added some packets of Polyanthus for filler and eagerly awaited the
result.
In the meantime, I investigated the raising of seeds in flats and when the seeds arrived five weeks after the order was placed,
I was full of enthusiasm for the trial.
Naturally I was keen to see what they
considered a representative lot and was
happy to find eleven packets which included - P. bulleyana; P. cortusoides; P. denticulata; P. florindae; P. involucrata; P.
japonica exemina; P. microdonta alpicola;
P. pulverlenta; P. sikkimensis; P. veitchii;
P. wardii; and some of the blue P. polyanthus.
I n preparing the flats I used a good grade
of garden soil, sifted it with a quarter inch
mesh sifter, and then baked it in the oven
for over an hour, with the thermostat set at
500°F. When fairly coo! I turned it into the
flats, stirred thoroughly to avoid hard
lumps from the baking and let stand until
the next day when I gave it a good bath of
senisan both before and after the planting
of the seeds.

P. bulleyana
I have read much on the subject of
drainage, placing pieces of broken pots,
stones, etc, in the bottom of the flats, but
as there seemed to be plenty of cracks, and
having a natural born aversion to doing
more work than was actually necessary, I
decided to take a chance.
I do not know if it was the time of the
moon the kind of seed or my enthusiasm,
but in two or three weeks the little green
rows began to show up and it was not long
before I knew I was to have a primrose
family. Please believe me when I say that I
did not pull a single weed from those
original flats. As soon as they were up about
an inch I began to transplant them toother
flats and there my troubles began — the
mixing of labels. As there was so much confusion at this time and as I was not familiar
with their peculiarities, about all I could do
was to carry the catalog with me, and each
time I looked at one of the family I looked
up the family tree.
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P. denticulata

Particularly do I want to call your attention to the P. polyanthus or Bunch
Primrose. The growers have done much in
the hybridization of this old fashioned
flower until now they have brought to us a
complete range of color from white with a
yellow and orange eye down the scale to an
intense red black, and with the individual
blossoms much larger and a much longer
stem.

P. polyanthus
spots with not a sign of a plant where I was
positive i put many. As time went on and
signs of spring came and I tried to cultivate
these bare spots I found evidences of plant
life. Farrer has aptly said that many
primroses have roots as long as a Scotch
sermon, and to my surprise I found roots
five and six inches lone on plants with
leaves almost too small 10 be seen. These
however, belong to the less common
varieties.
And now that the year has passed, what
about the eleven varieties? All have grown
and developed beautifully though some of
them will not blossom before mid summer
(according to the catalog). In my garden the
first herald of the spring was the P. polyanthus with her masses of color and almost at
the same time P, cashmeriana and P. denticulata as alike as two peas to the casual
observer, though while Cashmeriana has
long been a favorite of mine I could easily
place P. denticulata first because of her

lovely mauve coloring and her less crowded
blossoms. To keep up the march of
blossoms time P. pulverlenta came next,
lovely in her wine red blossoms, tier on tier,
and her mealy stems, while here and there
tiny plants of P. involucrata with her long
slender shiny leaves shoots a tiny blossom,
which was literally one, and that one white.
P. wardii so alike in leaf and growth as P.
involucrata except that her blossom was a
lovely rosey mauve with a white eye. At this
writing P. bulleyana is coming into bloom
with her orange yellow blossom, alike P.
sikkimensis with here mealy stems and
drooping bells of pale yellow. All that have
blossomed so far except P. pulverlenta
have bravely sent forth a sample bloom
while yet such tiny plants, though this I am
sure will be quite different when will
established. 1 find too, that I am going to
have to do much transplanting later as ignorance of the plants and their
characteristics have made me place them
where they do not belong.

P. polyneura

P. alpicola (photo by Cy Happy)
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If one were to grow nothing else in the
primula family but the P. polyanthus you
would be amply repaid in the joy and
satisfaction of bloom and color. But having
started on this primrose hobby, I am going
to try and raise from seed all that are
known to be possible under ordinary circumstances in this section of the country,
and if all the seed grow that I have planted.
I will somewhat resemble the old woman in
the shoe. This much I do know that the riot
of color and wealth of bloom that bordered
my garden paths for two months this spring
has many times repaid me for my time and
labor.
Footnote: p. Veitchii (Duthie) = p.
polyneura (Franch); p. Wardii(Balfourf.) =
p. yargonensis(Petitm)

Board members meet in
Chehalis - Washington
Discussion of the recently appointed
mem bers of the ed itorical staff was the major topic of the meeting held on July 11,
after the annual APS picnic in Chehalis,
Washington.

Quarterly
Larry Bailey spoke of the changes the
committee would like to make in
publishing the quarterly. There will be an
editorial committee composed of Larry as
chairman, Dan Douglas, Irene Buckles, Orpha Salsman, Vicky Sauer and Cy Happy.
The hope is that the committee will be the
"editor." Individual members may come
and go without disrupting the continuity of
the publication. It is also anticipated that
the chairmanship of the editorial committee will be rotated among the members. An
agreement will be drawn up between the
Society and the editorial committee
primarily to ensure understanding between the two groups.
The committee stressed that as they
would like to get the summer quarterly out
as soon as possible and start on the fall
issue, they need articlesand other material
by the end of July for the summer issue and
the end of August
the fall issue. More
material is needed from individual
members - articles, ideas, questions, etc.
Articles or written material does not have
to be in final form; contributors may jot
down notes or ideas on a particular subject
and a member of the editorial committee
will finalize the article for publication.

Cy and Rita honored
A motion was unanimously approved to
express the Society's appreciation for the
fine work Cy and Rita Happy have done for
the past four and a half years as editors.
The Spring. 1981 quarterly was mailed to
approximately 900 members; 25% of
whom live outside the United States.

Dues
It was agreed to include dues reminder
evelopes in the Fall issue of the quarterly.
Every membership should come due on the
same date. In addition, a second notice, if
needed, could be sent individually after
the first of January. If possible, the date a
membership expires should be included on
the mailing label,

Finances
Ross Willingham reported $1659 in the
Seed Exchange account. A treasurer's
report showed $2,897 in the checking account with approximately $500 not yet
deposited- The bill for the Spring
Primroses has been paid.

1982 National Show
The 1982 National Show will be held in
the M i l w a u k i e C o m m u n i t y Center
Milwaukie, Oregon on April 3rd and 4th,
1982. The Washington State Chapter will
hold their show on April 24 and 25th.
1982. in Kent.
—Ann Lunn-Secretary
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Elements for a great picnic: Good food and interesting friends. APS Picnic 1981
Chehalis Rare Plant Nursery

-

Plant exchange with English growers
For those growers willing to share their
"show" auricula plants with other primula
growers in England, an exchange is in the
process of being established between
the American Primrose Society and the National Auricula and Primula SocietySouthern Section. Primula enthusiasts interested in participating in the exchange
should send Larry Bailey a list of the plants
they could spare along with a list of the
plants they would be interested in obtaining. The lists will be compiled and forwarded onto Mr. Keith Poulson in England who
will make an effort to locate corresponding
participating English members.
After the exchange list is established
American growers will be notified to ship
their plants for the exchange to Mr. Bailey
in the United States, while the English
growers will channel their plants through
Mr. Poulson in England. Once a plant has
been received by either Mr. Poulson or Mr.
Bailey, it will be potted into special soil
mixtures to be grown in until the plants are

ready for inspection, certification and shipment. It is expected that shipments of
plants between the two countries will occur once, or at the most, twice a year.
It is anticipated that charges for the exchange will be at costs plus a nominal fee
for the respective societies.
Plants that would be of special interest
to English growers consists of show
auriculas "named" in the United States,
double auriculas, gold laced polyanthus,
and American specie primulas. Growers interested in this exchange should contact:
Larry Bailey
15709th Avenue North
Edmonds, WA 98020, U.S.A.
Keith Poulton
11 Deans Gardens
St. Albans, Herts. England
Patience will most definitely be a virtue
in any type of plant exchange of this
nature.

Variants

Bell-flowered Asiatic
Primula Florindae
Dan and Evelyn Douglas
Snohomish, Washington
Silver bells . . . not quite, but this enchanting, delicately perfumed, sulfer-yellow
primula seems so when it adorns our gardens during the summer.
Primula florindae is a handsome plant which forms a clump of large, rounded, glossy,
dark green leaves which are held well-above the ground on long, reddish-colored petioles.
Its scapes my reach a height of three feet and hold 50 or more brilliant yellow, nodding
bell flowers. The inner surfaces of the corolla, as well as the upper portions of the scape
and the calyx are covered with white farina. To add to this magnificent show, their golden
drops are displayed for more than a month, starting in late June, and staying on into
August. During this lengthy blooming period they scent the garden with the delicate
fragrance of cardamon.

Cultivation
It is quick and easy to cultivate. From seed, flowering plants can be had within a year,
and early spring division is most successful. Tne latter is a job you will find most delightful,
for when the large clumps of reddish, fibrous roots are dug, they emit the scent of licorice.
Native to the moist spring, and steamsides of Tibet, this true bog plant finds its most
ideal situation near a pond or shaded stream where its roots are bathed with water, but its
crown is held high. Somewhat aggressive in this situation, it is better behaved in the shade
border in deep, rich, moist soil. If watered regularly during dry weather, it will be longlived and multiply freely.

Even more spectacular may be the reddish-amber selections. Their display is equal to
that of the yellow form, with the outer corolla being shades of red and the inner surface
pale yellow or white. Many of these color variants come true from seed. Although seeds of
red forms have been collected in the wild, it is thought that many of the forms are hybrids
with P. waltoni and other members of the sikkimensis group.
P. florindae is hardy, easy to grow, long lived, has beautiful flowers and a delightful
fragrance. It brightens up moist, shady areas from early to mid-summer when most shade
bloomers are finished and ideal for under benches in alpine houses. It is definitely a plant
many growers hope never to be without in their garden.

Editors note: ''Florindae, one of the most
popular and widely grown of the Tibetiary
discoveries of Kingdon Ward. It is a robust
early species, a plant which often reaches
a height of 3' in culture. The root system
is highly fibrous, characteristic of bog
plants. The leaves are 2-8" long, broadovate, rounded at apex, deeply cordate at
base, dentate, glossy. Dark green petiole
3-5" long, stout, winged, often redtinged.
The scape, usually smooth but sometimes
bearing farina near the tip, bears an
umbel; sometimes 2, one above the other;
made up of 40-60, and in extreme fucundity, 80 flowers. The bracts and 1-4"
pedicels are heavily coated with creamy
yellow or white meal. The flowers are
sulphur-yellow, copiously creamy-farinose
within, pendant, 3/4 "across, funnel
shaped and sweetly fragrant." ASP Pictorial Dictionary-2nd Edition-1967.

P. florindae - root structure

Editor's committee requests photographs
In taking over the quarterly, the editors committee quickly noted most of the photographs in the file were
quite old and in need of updating. Of special interest to Primroses readers is how different species are used
in the garden, hybridizing, propagation, cultivation and sources for plants. Black and white photo's are better
on fine gram paper, glossy aid 5" x 7" or larger, this allows for cropmg aii(t a good quality in publishing.
" Many members have requested that any reprint of the Pictorial Dictionary be in color. In order to work
towards that goal, color photo's on all these species is needed. The "native" location is also a desirable photo
for the files.
All photo's should be dated and identified with the name of the photographer, species and where taken.

P. florindae (photo by Walter Blasdale -1943)
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Importing Auriculas and Primulas

States under "Quarantine No. 37," and
they are not subject to any post entry
quarantine.

Edmonds, Washington
Photos by author
Anyone who has ever crossed the border
into theUnited States, soon recognizes one
of the persistent questions the Customs'
Official asks is, "Do you have any plants or
plant material to declare?" Or, after having
imported plants into the United States, a
common question is "How did you ever get
the plants past Customs?"
Importing of plants by the amateur
gardener and primula enthusiast is not difficult if two elements exist; 1) patience,
and 2) dedication to primulas.
Although the instructions and details for
importation of P. auriculas appears to be
relatively simple, it is very important to
follow each step to avoid disastrous
mistakes. A few hints that might be helpful
to remember when attempting to obtain
plants from other countries are:
1. Do not be swayed by advice from
friends, nurserymen, growers, etc., unless
it agrees with the official instructions or
the advice is from the governmental official who will be signing his name on the
certificates.
2. Allow yourself adequate time for arranging for the permit, testing, certification, and inspections.
3. Do not panic when, at critical
moments, glitchesdevelop. The people you
will be dealing with (government,
nurserymen, growers, etc.,)? are in their
position due to their own interest in horticulture. A few humble questions and requests for help will reveal warm and enthusiastic fellow gardeners willing to help
you solve your particular problem.

"Quarantine No. 37" is the key to potential problems; as almost all the countries
most likely to be a source of primulas require inspection and phytosamtary certification of inspection before entering the
United States at specific Ports of Entry.

Guidelines
Although the guidelines for importation
of Auriculas and other primulas are not difficult, the importer is cautioned to be
aware that they are deceptively simple and
should be reviewed with great care.
1. Obtain an importers permit for p.
auriculas and/or primulas from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
2. Have the plants certified in the
originating country that they are not on any
endangered list and free from pests and
diseases.
3. When entering the United States,
have the plants inspected by an inspector
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Permit
To acquire an importers permit requires
obtaining an application from, and submitting it to:
U.S. Department of Agriculture, APHIS
Plant Protection & Quarantine Programs
Permit Unit
Federal Building
Hyattsville, Maryland 20782
When the application arrives, it should
be accompanied by a package of rules,
regulations, procedures, quarantine programs, and lists of restrictive plants and
endangered species. All of which should be
perused for general references and background knowledge.
After plowing through the information,
one will find that 1) Primulasare presently
not on an endangered species list, and 2)
there is no present restriction except that
the plants must be entered into the United
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Submission of the "Application for Permit to Import Plants or Plant Products"
will result in a prompt response with a permit, a permit number and mailing labels
(which must accompany all shipments
whether hand carried or shipped). It is important to protect the original copy of your
permit as copies of it must also accompany
plant shipments.

>

I

Plant Certification
Crucial to success in primula inportation
is the testing and phytosanitary certificates
of inspection that must be obtained from
the orginating country. This certification
must accompany the plants on entry into
the United States. Failure to have the
plants certified could result in having the
plants destroyed at the U.S. inspection Station.
The packet of information received with
the permit application form does contain
lists of countries with the addresses of the
governmental agencies responsible for issuing the plant certificates. By corresponding directly with these agencies, the location of the most convenient inspection station (close to embarkation point) can usually be obtained. For English and/or Londonsources the Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food have an office at "Eagle
House," 90-96 Cannon Street, London
EC4N6HT, telephone 01-623-4266.
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Before having the plants inspected, it is
strongly recommended that an appointment for the inspection be arranged as
much in advance as possible. By making an
advanced appointment, it can be determined if it would be more satisfactory to
have the plants inspected at the inspection
station or at the source of the plants. The
inspection service is usually free of cost.
Difficulty in obtaining the certification
results from having the plants and the soil
in which they were grown declared free
f r o m the potato cyst nematodes,
(Globodera Rostochiensis - (Woll.). Loam
in which the plants are grown must be
microscopically inspected at least two
weeks and not more than one year prior to
the certification inspeciton of the plants. If
the plants are grown in a loam free soil mix
(sand-peat) the nematodes are not supposedly to live. Sterilization of the loam
does not satisfy the requirement, as the
nematode eggs can survive the sterilization
process. Arrangements to have the soil
tested before having the plants inspected
is the major dilemma to overcome. In
England, the plant inspectors will readily
accomodate this requirement by "house
calls" if requested within ample time and
at no charge.
Phytosanitary certification requires the
plants to be soil and insect free. All soil
must be washed off the plants and their
roots at the time of inspection. (A mild soap
bath beneficial to clean the plants and kill
any stray bugs is recommended.) Shipment
of the plants into the United States cannot
contain any soil.
Most primulas species can survive very
well out of soil for a week or more if kept
moist but not damp or soggy. Rolling the
plants up, (after washing and shaking loose
drops off), into strips of newspaper and

then placing the individual plants into
plastic sandwich bags and rolled again, is
an excellent method of preserving healthy
plants for several days. The plants can also
be packed in sphagnum moss, vermiculite,
or other soil free medium. The importer
should consult with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture if he has any questions on the
acceptability of a particular packing
material. The shipper will be amazed on
how small a package results from containing a substantial number of plants bundled
in this manner (as illustrated).
Shipment of the plants requires the copy
of the phytosanitary certification, a copy of
the importation permit, a list of the plants
containing the grower's name, and number
of plants of each specie from each grower
along with the special shipping label
(green and yellow) conspicuously displayed
and securely attached to the outside of the
package.

Entry into the United States
Probably the easiest task after the above
has been accomplished is the actual entry
into the United States. The only significant
enigma is that there are only twelve points
of entry that plant material can be mailed
through: Nogales, AZ; Inglewood, CA; San
Francisco, CA; San Ysidro, CA; Miami, FL;
Honolulu, HI; New Orleans, LA; Hoboken,
NJ; Jamaica (Kennedy Airport) NY; San
Juan, PR; Brownsville TX; El Paso, TX;
Laredo, TX; and Seattle, WA. Most customs
stations have an agricultural inspector
qualified to inspect the plants when being
hand carried. It is highly recommended
that the importer contact the agricultural
inspection station at the anticipated point

of entry to verify that the plants can be inspected there and at what hours the inspectors are available.
Most major international airports have
agricultural officers meeting every international arrival. Examinations of the plants
should take only a few minutes if the proper certification, permit, etc., are accompanying the plants. The inspector has
available to him a laboratory with microscopes, dissecting trays and cultural dishes
to name a few of the conveniences for helping to discover and identify critters.

Freshly dug P. auricula
ready for cleaning.

After all soil was removed
and plant throughly washed;
loose water shaken off.

A thorough washing of the plants before
obtaining the certification in the originating country goes a long way to help insure
that the plants will arrive safely and pass
customs with flying colors. Even with the
greatest care, do not be surprised at the
time of entry into the United States, if the
inspector may still discover a few aphids,
etc. The Petiolares and plants with similar
growing habits and structure (dense rosettes and delicates leaves) require extra caution because they are fragile and difficult
to wash thoroughly without bruising the
plant. A bruised plant being transported
under these conditions are extremely
susceptible to rot.

Roll up plant in
strip of newspaper.

LAB

Place in plastic sandwich
bag along with the
identification tag.

Additional Publications:
PA 1083, "Travelers' Tips - On Bringing Food,
Plait and Animal Priducts into the United States,"
Send a postcard requrest to: "Travelers' Tips," U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Washington. D.C., 20250.
"Customs Hints for Retiming U.S. Residents Know Before You Go." Available from the U.S.
Customs Service of any Agricultural Quarantine office
listed m telephone directories jnder "U.S. Department of Agriculture.
"Shipping Foreign Plants Home," Program Aid
1162, Plant Protection and Quarantine Programs,
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Federal Bldg., Hyattsville,
Maryland 20782.
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Rolled plant in plastic
envelope with twist-tie
loosely fastened ready
for shipment
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Diary of a Primroser
Cy Happy
Tacoma, Washington
August is a wonderful time of the year in the Puget Sound country - cloudy, foggy mornings and sunny afternoons. Something for everyone.
The auriculas survived an earlier week of hot weather. Temperature nearly 100 degrees
and goodness knows how hot in the greenhouse. Potted plants were aided by setting on or
being sunk in moist sand. Having a few roots down in the sand was a great help.

Surviving summer
Lee Raden of Phoenixville, Penn., says, "We're having a terrible summer for primroses.
Anything good in the basement under lights. It's the only way I can bring the goodies
through our July and August."
Summers everywhere can be rough on primroses. Early September is a good time to help
them revive with a liquid fertilizer high in nitrogen. This must not be done later because
nitrogen enocurages soft, leafy growth. The plants would be highly susceptible to frost
damage. It might be safer to practice foliar feeding, thus avoiding having the nitrogen
available for too long a time in the soil. (But how do you foliar feed when spider mite has
withered all the leaves?)

USSR. He sent Primula woronowii and P. komarovii from the Caucasus and P. vulgaris
from the Crimea. At last I can compare these eastern members of the vernales section.
The 1982 study weekend for rock gardeners is set for Feb, 26-28, Miller Forestry Center
Auditorium, Portland, Ore. Subjects include alpine plants of China and Japan. Oregon
alpines from the Cascades, Siskiyous, Wallowas, Steens and Columbia River goege are on
the list too.
How to register for study weekend
Registration fee is $35, payable to 1982 Northwest Winter Study Weekend. Send to Ann
Lunn, 3040 NW Parkview Lane, Portland, OR 97229.
Rita and I have enjoyed the friendships from all over the would that are part of the
editorship of the quarterly. Please continue to write to us. I expect to carry on with Diary of
a Primroser, so some letters will be answered that way. Keep onwriting!

Of knees and plants and friends
Herb Dickson is scheduled for new knees the end of October. Should make his gardening a
lot easier. Dorothy was grateful he was home during the hot weather to do the watering.
Larry Bailey brought many named variety show and alpine auriculas back from England
this spring. I was delighted to see quite a few were originated by our dear departed friend
Jack Ballard. We shall never forget how he took us in when we called on him one Sunday
afternoon in 1974. That was the beginning of a warm friendship that lasted until his
death.

-Cy Happy

Support your local club
Starting in September all the local clubs become active again. Instructive programs,
plant and seed exchanges, Christmas parties and finally the spring shows are the usual
order of events. A judging school is planned for late winter. Many primrosers take in the annual rock garden study weekend.
I hope all APS members who have local clubs meeting in your areas will give them your
support. This goes for Tacoma, which is now led by two high school students, Tony Trujillo,
president, and Byron Lymburn, secretary. Both have been active for quite a few years and
have earned the respect of the members. I hope they attract more young people who
should learn early the joys of growing and hybridizing.

Plastic potting soil
Just read a paper on the merits of soil amendments- perlite, polystyrene beads and
polystryrene foam. A common mix is one-half peat moss and one-half amendment. Ferlite
provided more moisture-holding capacity and more pore space for the roots' oxygen supply. Perlite also adds a sharp, gritty quality that stimulates root growth.
Although perlite is feather-light, the polystyrene amendments are between 5 and 10
times lighter. Plastic potting soil! What have we come to? Wonder if we have to put a rock
on it to hold it down.

Soviet botanist sends seeds
Just received three packets of seed from Dr. Lapin of the Main Botanic Garden, Moscow,
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Thea Foster of West Vancouver, B.C. scrutinizing a plant during the auction of the Annual APS Picnic in July.

Resource information needed
The winter issue of Primroses is expected
to contain a compiled "resource directory"
for primula growers. Included in this directory will be sources for seeds, plants,
nurseries, supplies and general information on different, gardening societies,
books, etc. In order to insure that this list
will be complete, help is needed. Anyone
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with knowledge of these resources is requested to submit the information to the
editor's committee at: 1570 - 9th Ave. N,,
Edmonds, Washington 98020. The committee would like to hear from individual
gardeners with specialized plants and
seeds as well as nurseries and supply
houses.

Collecting Seeds for the APS
Exchange
Irene N. Buckles
Seattle, Washington
Collecting and sharing seeds is an interesting hobby. It is interesting to watch the capsules grow and
take on their particular form, shape and color of the
seed within.

Exceptions
There are exceptions to the rule of picking dried seed. The petiolaris section is one
of these irregularities. This section includes such plants as P. petiolaris, P.
edgeworthii, P. sonchifolia and P. griffithii. These plants have a capsule in
which, at maturity, the walls completely
crumble away to scatter the seeds. These
seeds need to be picked while they are still
moist in the pod. Once these seeds have
dried they might never come out of their
dormancy to germinate. Primula rosea is
another plant from which the seeds are
best picked green and planted immediately, resulting in almost 100% germination.
Usually, it is better to wait until the seed
pod has dried on the plant and started to
open before the seed is collected. The capsules of vernales section (P. polyanthus, P.
juliae, P. acaulis) usually turn paper thin so
you can see the dark seed inside. This is
especially true with the doubles. When
they are ready to pick, the capsules open at
the top making a smalt neat hole.

P. auricula
The auricula seed capsule turns brown
but is thicker walled so you cannot see
through to the brown seed. It splits from
the side starting at the top. Auriculas often
split their capsules while the seed is still

green. Try to leave them on the plant as
long as possible, but watch them closely so
they don't spill their seeds before you pick
them. If the plant is potted, try moving itto
a protected area, such as the greenhouse,
to keep the rain off and wind from blowing
the stem around. A piece of glass over the
top of a garden plant can provide protection also.
Capsules from the candelabra section
turn brown and then split from both top
and sides. If you don't check them frequently when the seeds start to ripen you
may find they have split and spilled from
the top part of the capsules.

Pyxidium Pods
P. sieboldii seed pods are reminiscent of
a dunce cap or pyxidium. They are a little
more sneaky than other primulas by splitting around the bottom. The capsules turn
brown and then just seem to sit there. If
you touch them when they are ripe, the
capsules come off the stem dumping the
seeds.
When picking seeds pods sometimes the
stems are extra tough. To avoid spilling the
seeds by tugging too hard with your fingers,
it would be best to use scissors. Don't
overlook the small capsule that appears
empty. Many times it will contain two or
three viable seeds, and one of those may
turn out to be an award winning plant some
day.
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Sometimes it is difficult to determine if
the seeds are mature or immature,
especially if the seeds are very fine. If
someone who is familiar with that particular species is not available to ask, collect the seeds anyway. Another thing to
remember is that not all seeds are dark colored. Some of the species, particularly if
the flowers are yellow or light colored (P.
luteola is an example), will have strawcolored seeds.

Surprises

planted. Pre-cleaned seed sent into the
APS seed exchange will also make the work
easier for Ross and Helen Willingham. A
good pair of tweezers are a big help in
removing the larger pieces of pods and
stems. A fine mesh sieve also works well for
removing the tiny bits. A plastic knitting
needle rubbed rapidly on your slacks will
cause enough friction on the point to pick
up the small pieces of chaff.

Storing

After the seed has been cleaned and
You may have a few unexpected surthoroughly dry, it is ready to plant, store
prises when picking primula seed. Such as
and exchange. Seeds need to be stored cora ripe pod with a worm or minute mites in
rectly to remain fresh and viable. Storing
it, eating the seed. Or a super fat pod that
can be done in many types of containers. A
hasn't split and just keeps getting bigger.
successful method is small plastic pill botUpon opening the pod out of curiosity, you
tles or glass jars filled with seed and then
find the seeds have germinated right in the
stored in the refrigerator. Another is small
pod. If this is the case they need to be
manilla envelopes stored in a large glass jar
planted right away. This may happen if the
with a screw on lid. Packets of activated
weather is cool and damp just as the seeds
carbon or silica gel along with the
are ripening. Seeds may also mold under
envelopes in a mason jar help keep the
the same conditions. If you collect seed
seeds dry. A small packet of powdered milk
that is starting to mold, put a fungicide on
in a facial tissue works well. Both the milk
them such as Captan.
and the gel should be changed at least
Allow air to circulate in the container for
every six months.
the seed capsules. Closed containers and
plastic bags can cause the seed to mold
Mailing
before they are thoroughly dry. Ordinary
When sending seeds through the mail,
mailing envelopes work well, as well as
the
small manilla envelopes that can be
paper bags, small bowls, plastic yogurt
sealed
work very well. They keep air out and
containers or dinner plates. If envelopes
are
easily
labeled. A small piece of onionare used, leave the flap up until ready to
skin
typing
paper folded into a packet so
clean the seed.
the seeds won't fall out can be used for
light-weight mailing purposes. Aluminum
foil
can also be used.
Cleaning Seed
After picking, the seed can be taken out
of the capsule or allowed to dry for a couple
of days. Cleaning your seed is very important to discourage mold or damp-off when
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EDITOR'S NOTE
The study of seeds is an exciting field within itself.
If any member is doing work in this area, it is requested that it be brought to the editors' attention.

From the mailbox
Having just received the spring issue of the primula society quarterly, I hasten to put
in my bid for the pinks you described and offered. I hope they are not all gone by now.
It looks to me as though the society is on the way up again, and of course the quarterly has a lot to do with it. 1 am sure you will receive proper recognition for your indefatigable work from your northwestern associates and friends, but it cannot hurt to
have a small word from the northwest.
Having just received a notice fro Kris (Fenderson) of a seedling sale on Aug. 29, and so
we will all be together again once more before the season ends in these parts. We have
had a funny summer that has not been too good for plants; I suppose it is the fact that
we have not recovered from the severe drought of a year or so back. No matter how
much it rains, the earth seems to remain powdery dry.
Defying all conventional wisdom, I put some polyanthus plants in a new bed in full
sun but watered them heavily. They are very healthy, and whenever we have a couple of
foggy days in a row they bloom. Don't know what strain they are, as the labels were lost,
and that was why I was willing to experiment.
Augustus M. Kelley
P.O. Box 458
Little Compton, R| 02837

As always I enjoyed the new Primroses quarterly.
On page 17 there is a note written about the new (and only} English edition of Dr.
Schacht's "Rock Gardens," published by Universe Books in New York. I have in my
possession a book entitled "Rock Gardens and Their Plants" by Wilhelm Schacht,
edited and translated by Vera Higgins, published by Blanford press, London, On the
reverse title is printed "First published in the English edition 1963-Translated from
Der Steingarten and seine Welt - 3 edition, published 1960, Stuttgart."
Could this be the same text? It is profusely illustrated in color and black and white
photographs (215 pages).
Thank-you in advance for any enlightenment you can give.
Irene Hockheimer
Ridge Farms Rd. at Richards Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06850
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I got a letter from Anita Stevens of the APS. She told me there was a picture of my
scarf in the last bulletin. I'm looking forward to getting it
I've got a lot of primroses germinating at the moment; P. farinosa, auricula Barnhaven strain, capitata, cockburniana, alpicola. frondosa, aurantiaca. The weather is wet
and cool. They enjoy it.
You know how much I'd have liked to go and see you all in Washington. I often think
of you. I hope I'll be able to go next year.
Christin Sirdey
Place Ch. Chaigneau
58 190 Tanny
France
I hope and pray that the seed from Dr. Lapin will be in the seed exchange. His letter
sounds like he really will send the seed.
We're having a terrible summer for primroses. Anything good is in the basement
under lights-onlyway I can bring the goodies through our July and August.
Lee M. Raden
Alpineflora
1 Alpine Way
Phoenixville, PA 19460
Just a brief epistle to say how much I enjoyed the winter quarterly which arrived two
days ago. I was very pleased to see the membership roster. If I have not made an error,
there are 832 entries of which 655 are in the USA. Of the remainder 45 are in the
United Kingdom and 1 in the Republic of Ireland. Canada has 51, Australia 8 and New
Zealand 11 (making 19 down under). Japan has 13 and Egypt 1. Europe has 46 made
up of Sweden 15, Netherlands 3, Belgium 2, West Germany 8, France 3, Switzerland 1,
Czechoslavakia 4. USSR 1, Denmark 2, Norway 2, Austria3, Hungary 1, Spain 1 and
Iceland 1.
No doubt you already have this information, but in any case it does seem a shame
that the United Kingdom members do not correspond with each other more. I do write
to some who are in the N.A.P.S. (S) and hope to contact others. Nice if we could get
details of each one's interests and put like growers in touch with each other. This could
also apply "down under" and in Europe. Also Japan. Who knows, perhaps "peace
through plants" or at least better understanding amongst men.
My seedlings of your double auriculas and double striped are coming along. I have
now eight of each. Most annoying having to wait so long to see what one has got. But
that is gardening!
By the way, two errors in the membership roster. Dr. G. M. Black of Carlisle, Scotland
(Cumbria?); Marjorie Watson of Ayrshire, England?
History maybe, but not geography please.
Bernard M. Smith
Windways 35 The Drive,
Gravesend, Kent DA12 4BY
England, United Kingdom
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Your flowers and shrubs
need more than just
sunshine and rain.
They need ORTHO.

SPRING HILL
FARM
P.O. Box 42
GIG HARBOR, WA 98335
Fresh Seed of
Polyanthus. Acaulis, Juliae

SI.00

8 ORTHO

ORTHO
ORTHENE'
Insect Spray

Rose
Rose &
Flower
Jet Duster

TRY JOE'S BULLETIN - our nation's
oldest flower-garden magazine. Buy,
sell, exchange nationwide. Save!
Make new friends. Samples 25'
postage. Write Box 144, Lamoni, La.
50140.

Food 8-12-4

Double Vernals,
S3.QO for 50 seed
Transplant after August
RUTH BARTLETT HUSTON

)
Species and Cultivar Primulas
Ericas, Callunas, Phlox, Saxifrage, Dwarf Conifers, Container Plants and Alpines

Precise Catalogue 40'
ORTHENE Insect Spray—a new biodegradable systemic insecticide for use on
roses, flowers, ornamentals and trees. Gives fast contact kill of a broad range of
insects, with up to 3 weeks residual protection on Aphids. 1 pt. makes up to 32
gallons of spray.
ORTHO Rose & Flower Jet Duster—a new and easy way to control insects and
diseases on flower foliage.
ORTHO Rose Food—an 8-12-4 formulation to provide all the nourishment needed
for luxurious foliage and a m i n i m u m number of beautiful rose blooms: for new
plantings and established plants.
Gardening shortcuts — invaluable information on frost protection, raised beds,
vertical gardens, pruning, containers, and lots more.
ORTHO Lawn and (iarden Sprayer—a convenient and accurate sprayer that
works with your garden hose.

THE ROCK GARDEN
R.F.D. #2
Litchfield, Maine 04350

Goodwin's Seeds
•
•
•
•

Polyanthus primroses
Flower, tree, shrub, vegetable and herb seeds
Australian native tree and shrub seeds a specialty
Casette tape onour own polyanthus strains
Send $8 U.S. for air mail.

• List of all seeds
Send $2 U.S. for it air mail or get it with a packet of giant hybrid poly for $6 air mail

-'-

Send check, cash or bank draft to:
GOODWINS

1

Bagdad
Sth. 7407. Tasmania, Australia

Who knows more about gardening than ORTHO?
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PRIMROSE ACRES
offers a limited selection
of named show
and alpine auriculas.
Beth Tait
14015-84th NE
Bothell, Wash. 98011
Phone (206) 823-8904

PACIFIC
NORTHWEST
NURSERIES, Inc.

-Plan flhead.

Nature's Garden

Gather and
share seed.

Route 1, Box 488
Beaverton, Or 97007

RPS Seed Exchange
2248 S. 134th
Seattle, WR 98168

Mail Order Catalog
$1.00 Deductible

Join the

Eastern Chapter
of A.P.S.

Let us help you plan now
for a beautiful garden. Our
selection is now at its best.

Send $1.00 to:
G.K. Fenderson
Grout Hill
South Acworth, NH 03607
Receive notice of annual
meeting and seedling sales.

GL 4-7173
11030-N.E.6th*BELLEVUE

Rare Dwarf Slow Growing Conifers
Flowering shrubs and u n u s u a l rock plants suitable for
Bonsai culture are listed in our c a t a l o g u e , Alpenglow Gardens.
ALPENGLOW GARDENS
13328 King George Hwy.

North Surrey, B.C., Canada

Specializing in the world's most famous strains of
P. acaulis with beautiful, vivid colors.
Many other primroses, alpines. rare plants,
dwarf irises, rockery plants, grafted evergreens.
Quality plants • Quantity discounts • Mail order welcome

OLIVER NURSERIES, INC.
1151 Bronson Road, Fairfield, Conn. 06430
offers choice rhododendrons, dwarf conifers,
collector's a/pines and companion plants for primulas.
Open 7 days a week during spring • Sorry no mail orders
Telephone: (203) 259-5609

OPEN WEEKENDS AND HOLIDAYS ONLY

Alpenflora Gardens
17985 - 40th Ave., Surrey (Cloverdale), B.C. V3S 4N8
6 miles north ot U S border oft Pacific Highway

A place to visit and browse.
All plant lovers are welcome at

The American Rock Garden Society

CHEHALIS RARE PLANT NURSERY
We grow a large selection of primula, alpine and rockery plants,
dwarf trees and shrubs and many, many more unusual plants,
mainly in containers.
Halfway between Portland and Seattle just off 1-5
2568 Jackson Highway, Chehalis, Wash. 98532
Sales at nursery only. No list, No catalog.
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c o r d i a l l y I n v i t e s y o u t o |Oin i t s g r o w i n g
list of e n t h u s i a s t i c m e m b e r s

Annual Seed List • Quarterly M a g a z i n e
Family Membership — $10.00
Overseas Membership — $8.00
Single Membership — $9.00
Patron Membership $25.00
Life Membership — $250.00
Donald Peach
Rt. 1. Box 282
Mena, Atk. 71953
_ _ _ ^

_

_

_

The

American Primrose Society

The Quarterly Bulletin

ALPINE known in 27 Countries throughout the World for its
illustrations and technical standards.
GARDEN
Society

Officers
President: Herbert Dickson, 2568 Jackson Highway, Chehalis, Wash. 98532
Vice president: FranK Berthold, 1614 NE 128th, Portland, Ore 97230
Recording secretary: Ann Lunn, 3040 N.W. Parkview Lane, Portland, OR 97229
Treasurer: G.K. Fenderson, Grout Hill, South Acworth, N.H. 03607
Corresponding secretary, east: Alice Hills Baylor, Stage Coach Rd. Stowe, Ver. 05672
Editor emeritus: Florence Bellis, 2835 N. Oar Ave., Lincoln City, Ore, 97367

ANNUAL SEED DISTRIBUTION LIST, with preferential treatment for overseas,
members, of some 5.000 varieties, including new introductions otherwise unobtainable

A N N U A L SUBSCRIPTION $7.50 — payable to the Secretary:
E.M. Upward, Lye End Link, St. John's, Wo king, Surrey, England

—Send forfully descriptive folder —

Directors

THE SCOTTISH ROCK GARDEN CLUB
offers you . . .
Its twice yearly journal, well illustrated in black & white,
and containing authoritative articles on all aspects of rock
gardening, rock plants, and their worldwide haunts. Its excellent annual scheme for the distribution of rare and
unusual seed amongst its international members.
S3.50 for 1980-81
$5.00 lor 1981-82
ROBERT J. MITCHELL
University Botanic Garden
St. Andrews, K Y 1 6 8RT, Scotland

NATIONAL AURICULA AND PRIMULA
SOCIETY — Southern Section
Invites all Auricula and Primula Lovers to join this Old Society
Membership of $5.00 per year includes Year Book
Lawrence E. Wigley
67, Warnham Court Road, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey England

Alice H, Baylor, Stowe, Ver. 1978
Elizabeth Van Sickle, Sequim, Wash. 1978
Ruth Huston, Gig Harbor, Wash. 1979
Loie Benedict, Auburn, Wash, 1979

Helen Moehnke, Banks, Ore. 1980
Eileen Trzynka, Hillsboro, Ore. 1980
Presidents of affiliated societies and chapters
Cyrus Happy, Tacoma, Wash., editor, ex officio.

Membership

)

Dues of $7 a year are payable Nov. 15. Membership includes four issues annually of the Quarterly, cultural
chart and seed exchange privileges. Three years for $20, Life membership, $100: garden club affiliated
societies, $7 a year; library and horticultural societies, $7 a year; second member in family, $1 a year.
Overseas members, $7 a year; please send by international money order. Send dues to the treasurer.

Publications
Back issues of the Quarterly are available. Order from the secretary.
Manuscrips for publication in the Quarterly are solicited from members and other gardening experts, although
there is no payment. Please send articles and photographs to the editor's committee at 1570 - 9th Ave, N,, Edmonds, Wash. 98020.
Advertising rates per issue1 full page, $60; half page, $30; quarter page, $15; eighth page and minimum, $10.
Submit advertising to the editor.

Seed Exchange
NATIONAL AURICULA AND PRIMULA
SOCIETY — Midland Section
Invites all Auricula and Primula Lovers to join this Old Society
Hon. Sec., Mr. P. Green
Primrose Hill, Bell's Bank, Buckley, Worcs., England

Share the fun of gardening,
Invite a friend to join
American Primrose Society.
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Ross Willingham, chairman, 2248 S. 134th. Seattle, Wash, 98168.

Did you remember?
Members are reminded that in order to get preferential treatment in ordering
.seeds from the APS exchange, it is suggested they donate seeds to the exchange.
The seed list will be issued with the winter quarterly and seeds donated to the exchange should be received by Ross Willingham during October if not before,
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